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Reading and Language Arts

  

Part 1 

Directions  Read the passage. Then answer Numbers 1 through 8. 

Going Ape 

Eating, drinking, and being merry are all part of the day for 

these hairy “redheads.” by Deborah Churchman 

Eat . . . 

1 Think about this: Orangutans (oh-RANG-uh-tans) are the only great apes that live in trees all 

day. So nearly everything they do has to be done while balancing and hanging on. Good thing 

they’ve got four “hands” to help! 

2 Orang babies have a great support system: Mom. Mom feeds her baby warm milk for its first 

four to seven years. 

3 As her baby gets older, it gets very interested in what Mom is eating. Mom makes it baby food. 

But she doesn’t have a blender. Instead, when her baby asks for food, she uses her teeth. She 

chews the food and spits it out into baby’s mouth. 

4 Fruit is the number one treat of orangs. They prefer durian fruit (which tastes like sweet, garlicky 

custard). But they’ll go for any fruit they can find, including mango. 

5 It takes a good memory to live on fruit in these forests. The fruit trees grow far apart, and 

different kinds get ripe at different times. So orangs have to remember where and when to visit 

each tree. That’s one reason young orangs stay with their mothers for so long. 

6 When they’re young, orangs hang on to their mother’s hair. Mom carries them through their 

forest home, teaching them what’s good to eat and what’s not. Orangs spend more than half their 

waking hours looking for food. That’s more time than you spend at school! 
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7 These lessons are just as important as yours are — and just as hard. It can take 12 

years for an orangutan to learn where all the different kinds of food can be found in its 

forest. Along the way, it’s also learning how to take care of itself (just like you). 

Drink . . .  

8 Fruit is juicy, so orangs get most of the water they need from their food. But if they’re 

still thirsty, then what? There are no faucets or drinking fountains where they live. 

9 Many orangs lick raindrops off leaves or look for other places where rainwater 

collects, such as in tree holes. Sometimes they chew leaves into a spongy wad and use 

that to soak up water. 

10 When the rain comes down, Mom and Baby open their mouths and catch the drops. 

They also lick their hair after a rain to get water. But usually orangs don’t like getting 

soaked. Sometimes they pick big leaves and wear them as rain hats! 
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Be Merry! 

11 Sometimes orangutans just want to have fun. They swing and splash and play in lots 

of ways. At other times, what looks like play is just a great ape’s way of surviving. 

12 At the very hottest time of day, the big red ape hangs upside down from a vine and 

splashes water on its head. What a fun way to cool down! Save the Great Apes 

13 Orangutans live only on the Southeast Asian islands of Borneo and Sumatra. Much of 

their rain forest home has been cut down, and there are very few patches of forest left 

where these apes can still live. Many people are working hard to try to save the great 

apes and their forests. Let’s hope orangs can keep hanging on! 
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Reprinted from July 2002 issue of Ranger Rick® magazine, with permission of the publisher, the National Wildlife Federation®. Copyright 2002 

by the National Wildlife Federation®. 

1 Tina is writing a report about the foods orangutans eat. The source that will 

provide Tina with the most reliable facts is a 

A story about an orangutan mother feeding her baby. 

B website about orangutans feeding in their natural habitat. 

C newspaper article about a new orangutan zoo exhibit. 

D book of photographs showing orangutans and other apes. 

2 Young orangutans stay with their mothers so long because they 

F are not able to eat fruit until they are twelve years old. 

G need to learn how to find and collect leaves. 

H must help their mothers build a home beneath the trees. 

 J  have to learn where and when to find food in the forest. 
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3 Which sentence from this passage is an opinion? 

A When they’re young, orangs hang on to their mother’s hair. 

B These lessons are just as important as yours are — and just as hard. 

C Sometimes they pick big leaves and wear them as rain hats! 

D Many people are working hard to try to save the great apes and their forests. 

4 Gabrielle is reading a book about apes. Where should Gabrielle look to see if 

the book has information about orangutans? 

F the glossary 

G the copyright page 

H the title page 

 J  the table of contents 

5 The bold headings in the passage help the reader to understand 

A the kinds of places where orangutans live. 

B the different topics covered in the passage. 

C what the pictures in the passage are showing. 

D how mother and baby orangutans survive. 

6 Study the map. 
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Which phrase best describes where orangutans live? 

F on the mainland of Asia 

G on the continent of Australia 

H on both continents of Asia and Australia 

 J  on islands between the mainlands of Asia and Australia 

7 Look at this photograph from the passage. 
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The photograph best helps the reader 

understand A the way a baby orangutan learns 

from things around it. 

B how baby orangutans hang onto the fur of their mothers. 

C how baby orangutans look when they are hungry. 

D the way a mother orangutan protects her baby. 

8 Michela wants to learn more about keeping the rain forests safe. Which source 

would be best to use? 

F a book titled The Habits of Orangutans in the Rain Forest 

G a magazine article called “Saving Borneo’s Rain Forests: One Tree at a Time” 

H a zoo web page about a new rain forest exhibit 

 J  a video from the library about traveling to the rain forests 

 


